
DRESS FOR
SUCCESS

A quick and easy visual overview for students on how to “dress 

for success” in any business situation, including the many 

events you will encounter at Ivey Business School.

DRESS CODE

BUSINESS FORMAL
Business formal attire is meant for more important professional occasions and 
calls for a matching suit to be worn.
Tip: The darker the suit, the more formal it is!

Where might you wear this? What would this look like?

Common colour palette

Corporate 
Info 

Sessions

Black

Interviews & 
Pre-Interview 

Dinners

Charcoal

Other
Corporate

Events

Navy

• Skirt and jacket combination
• Pant Suit
• Structured dress with jacket

*Keep in mind that capris and shorts are not considered formal suiting.

DRESS CODE

BUSINESS CASUAL
Business casual is a middle ground between formal business wear and street 
wear - the definition will vary by industry and firm.
Tip: Only wear business casual when specified by the firm.

Where might you wear this? What would this look like?

How do I know what “Business 
Casual” means to the firm?

Club Events Other Corporate
Events (i.e. summer

events, socials)

On the job

• Pants/Slacks/Khakis/Skirts/Dresses
• Shirt/Blouse/Polo
• Sport coat/Vest/Blazer/Sweater

Talk to your network at that firm

Observation (information sessions, networking 
meetings etc.)

If you’re unsure, err on the side of more formal - 
you can always remove the jacket!

DRESS CODE

CLASSY CASUAL
Clothing that is comfortable and practical for work, but still professional 
and appropriate. 
Tip: If you question whether your outfit is ‘too casual’ or ‘inappropriate’ for 
the office, it probably is.

Where might you wear this? What would this look like?

What’s too casual or inappropriate?

Travelling  
for work

(dependent 
on firm)

On the job  
(if specific in
dress code)

Casual
Friday

Clothing with offensive sayings

Ripped jeans/material

Tank Tops

Athletic wear (hats, runners, shorts)

COMPLETING THE LOOK
Complement your outfit - less is often more!

Accessories

Shoes

Bags

Use as a statement (pop of colour) or to complete the look.

It is always good to have the essentials (a classic pump, loafers, boots), but don’t be afraid to 
inject some personality through your shoes with a fun print!

Larger totes are a great option to carry laptops, documents and more. 
Opt for a smaller cross-body or clutch when going to an event.

CONSIDERATIONS
When investing in your work attire, consider the following pointers to get the most for your money.

Fit
Get fitted when 

buying a suit and 
look into  

alterations for a 
perfect fit.

Quality
Think quality not 

quantity when 
buying the classic 
pieces - these will 
last you and never 

go out of style.

Versatility
Get more 

versatility when 
buying several 

staple pieces that 
you can then mix 

and match.

Care
Dry clean, but not 
too often (it can 

cut the life of your 
clothes, experts 

say twice a year). 
Spot clean when 

you can.


